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Easing COVID-19 measures in Greece (23)
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ATHENS, GREECE - APRIL 03: People go to beaches near Athens after the travel ban between districts has been lifted as Greece relaxes some COVID-19 restrictions in Athens, Greece on April 03, 2021. Ayhan Mehmet / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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ATHENS, GREECE - MARCH 31: A general view from the nearly empty street amid the novel coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic, in Athens, Greece on March 31, 2021. Some of restrictions, imposed to struggle against the pandemic, will be eased as of April 5 in the country. Ayhan Mehmet / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Treffen der Krankenhausarbeiter- Gewerkschaft im Krankenhaus EVANGELISMOS als Zeichen des Protests gegen den Personalmangel und das Fehlen von Ma?nahmen zum Schutz von Patienten und Arbeitnehmern am Mittwoch, den 31. Marz 2021. Protest Krankenhausarbeiter- Gewerkschaft *** Meeting of the hospital workers union at the hospital EVANGELISMOS as a sign of protest against the shortage of staff and the lack of measures to protect patients and workers on Wednesday, 31 March 2021 Protest hospital workers union PUBLICATIONxNOTxINxGRE ANE5272838
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